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Subject To achieve better recycling of post-consumer plastic materials, this project aims to 

study the impact of the recycling process on the quality of the material and its ability to be 

reused in new applications. The current recovery and sorting processes do not make it possible 

to obtain pure or homogeneous recycled raw materials.  

 

This impact of the recycling process will be assessed by following the evolution of the 

rheological and physico-chemical properties of the recycled plastic material, trough extrusion 

and injection molding, and this over multiple transformation cycles. It is known that the 

properties of the recycling material degrade with the number of transformation cycles. Online 

monitoring of the properties of the material during its transformation by extrusion or injection 

will make it possible to define the extent of the degradation of these properties and the 

suitability of these materials for use in industrial applications. The aim is to draw up a list of 

property indicators, by type of material, in connection with industrial applications. We will also 

explore the possibilities of reinforcement and improvement of recycled polymers through 

compounding and reactive extrusion offered by an instrumented twin-screw extruder.  

 

As sustainable development goes hand in hand with energy management, measuring the energy 

consumption of the entire plastics processing chain will make it possible to assess the impact 

of the recycling process. 

 

Equipments available  

As part of the Recycling and Recovery component of the MAPE project (Materials-Processes-

Energy for the industry of the future) (CPER 2020), the GEPEA laboratory has acquired a 

complete instrumented compounding line with twin-screw extrusion and peripherals associated 

(grinding, separation and characterization) which will be installed in the technical hall of the 

IUT of Nantes in Carquefou from June 2023. State of the art offline physico-chemical apparatus 

are also available such as DSC, FTIR, TGA, DMA, Impact and tensile testing machines.  
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